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“Creating a shared future in a fractured world.”
This was the title of the annual meeting at Davos, a congregation of global and business leaders hosted by the World Economic Forum. At first glance a fractured
world might sound familiar, as confidence in traditional organisations fluctuates and technology tests business models across the world.
Yet amongst this uncertainty, there is immense opportunity for our people and our customers. The shared, connected future is something to be excited about.

That is why we have published the Global Trends Barometer 2019, allowing us to better understand our customers’ needs and the challenges they face. We
looked at the views of industry analysts, global consultancies and futurologists, as well as doing our own primary research to establish what is really driving
decision making in the digital age.
The study has identified four trends which will shape the narrative of this coming year. By combining customer insight with political, business and economic
thought leaders, it also recommends some ways in which you can embrace these changes to the benefit of your business.

We invite you now to consider how these trends are unfolding in your area, and where we can work with you to co-create this shared future, moving ahead
together.
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Vodafone Trends Barometer 2019
Executive Summary

Based on extensive primary market research of business customers, thought
leadership reports from industry analysts, global consultancies, vendors,
futurologists and more, Vodafone has produced the
2019 Vodafone Trends Barometer.
Vodafone has identified the following four key trends for businesses:
1.

C2 General

In a digital world, trust is king
•
In an uncertain world of shifting loyalties, trustworthiness has become a valuable commodity. In this
context, trustworthiness is defined by keeping data safe and being transparent with the use of data.

2.

Prioritising ethics is central to winning the competitive race
•
The world is starting to recognise the correlation between profit and purpose.

3.

A balance is being struck between humans and machines
•
Business management is learning to balance the skills provided by humans versus
efficiencies provided by AI.

4.

Disruption is placing a renewed focus on customer centricity
• Businesses need to push themselves to stay ahead of changing customer needs in a volatile market.

Understanding the opportunities and threats that
the future will bring is of great importance to
businesses.
In research carried out by Vodafone the importance of
future trends was clear:
• Almost all businesses (93%) which took part in
Vodafone’s study think that understanding and
responding to new trends is vital to their
organisation’s future success.
• Businesses told Vodafone that an understanding of
trends allows them to better meet customer needs
(67%), make the right business decisions (62%) and
react quicker to change (60%).
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Vodafone Trends Barometer 2019
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Vodafone’s
thought
leaders

Thinktanks

The Vodafone Trends Barometer is founded on
industry-wide research, expert opinion and data.
The trends in this document are based on:
• Vodafone’s extensive primary market research of
business customers;
• 1,733 online surveys across 10 markets* with
business of many shapes, sizes and verticals
were covered.
• 20 qualitative depth interviews with business
leaders representing SoHo, SMEs and
Corporates.
• Thought leadership reports from industry analysts,
global consultancies, vendors, business school
leaders, thinktanks and more; and
• Interviews of Vodafone’s own thought leaders, each
of who carry decades of business experience

Vodafone’s Customer and Market Insight team
analysed these many sources, drawing and
extrapolating themes and business needs to
produce the 2019 Vodafone Trends Barometer.

* See Appendix for full details
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Vodafone Trends Barometer 2019
The business landscape is changing and 4 key trends have been identified.

1

In a digital world,
trust is king

In an uncertain world of shifting
loyalties, trustworthiness has
become a valuable commodity.
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2

Prioritising ethics is central to
winning the competitive race

The world is starting to
recognise the correlation
between profit and purpose.

3

4

A balance is being struck between
humans and machines

Disruption is putting people –
customers and employees – at the
heart of the business.

Business management is
learning to balance the skills
provided by humans versus
efficiencies provided by AI.

Businesses need to push themselves
to stay ahead of changing customer
needs in a volatile market.
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Vodafone Trends Barometer 2019
The impact of each trend will be felt at different times but businesses should
consider all now to take advantage of opportunities and avoid risk.

In a digital world,
trust is king

Prioritising ethics is central to
winning the competitive race

A balance is being struck
between humans and machines

Disruption is placing a renewed
focus on customer centricity

NOW
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SHORT TERM FUTURE

MEDIUM TERM FUTURE

1

2

3

4

6

In a digital world,
trust is king
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In a digital world, trust is king
Trust is a valuable commodity and in times of uncertainty becomes more so.

In an uncertain world of shifting loyalties, trustworthiness has become a valuable commodity. In this context
trustworthiness is defined by keeping data safe and being transparent with the use of data.

keeping
data safe
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•

Data and digital services now underpin business decisions and business models.
But security threats and stricter regulation makes this a challenging
environment for business.

•

In an uncertain world of changing threats, constant risks and changing loyalties,
trust has become a valuable commodity. Consumers and businesses understand
these risks and will pay more for peace of mind.

•

Consumers are more aware than ever of the value of their personal data at a time where
enterprises are under pressure to take care of it. There may come a time where business
models reliant on customer data may be unworkable. Organisations are being forced to
think about the data they have and use and whether they need it.

•

To navigate this new landscape enterprises must: build relationships and improve
trust through PR and social media.
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In a digital world, trust is king
Businesses are very conscious of the pace of change and concerns are wide ranging.

Change
Change
85%

The needs of my customers are changing rapidly
My country is changing faster than ever before

80%
79%

The future is uncertain

78%

Old business models are being radically disrupted

Politics /
Government
73%
Economics and
Finance
86%

% More important in
next five years
Laws and
regulations
83%

Social Factors
73%
Technology
87%

C2 General

Over four in five see the needs of their customers
changing, and a similar proportion recognise that the
country around them is changing faster than ever
before.
Uncertainty of the future is high and organisations are
seeing that old business models are being radically
disrupted.

Importance of change to the organisation

Environment (incl
climate)
63%

Businesses perceive the pace and volume of change to
be increasing, making it more challenging to keep up
before they can even consider getting ahead.

Changes in technology and economics and finance are
of key importance to businesses and most likely to
become more so in the next five years. Conversely
changes in politics / government and social factors,
which may have been considered as central to the
business landscape in the past, remain important but
less so. In addition, their relative importance is
perceived to be slipping with fewer thinking these
factors will be more important in the future.
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In a digital world, trust is king
Change and uncertainty bring risk that must be managed. However while technology is a driver
of change most have positive feelings about the future knowing it can solve their problems.

Risk
Managing risk is important for my business

92%

My colleagues are good at managing risk
My organisation needs help managing risk
My organisation would pay to transfer risk to another organisation

81%

65%
57%

Change & Technology

80%
agree that technology can
help them to conquer
their business challenges

C2 General

92%

86%

agree they know who to turn
to, to understand how the
world is changing

agree the future is exciting –
businesses in the Tech and
Media industries are
particularly excited

Almost all businesses recognise that it is important to
manage risk. This is considered more important by
larger businesses, and those that are growing.
Four in five feel that their colleagues manage risk well,
but many also feel they need help with risk
management (65%) and that their organisation would
pay to transfer risk (57%).
Businesses are generally positive about the role of
technology in the future. Around nine in ten are
excited by the future (86%) and that technology will
help them conquer their business challenges (92%).
Technology can reduce risk in a number of ways, for
example:
• IoT can enable predictive modelling ensuring
production is not interrupted by manufacturing line
breakdowns.
• Cyber Security products and services protect against
crime and keep data safe. This is increasingly
important as customer privacy becomes ever more
important.
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In a digital world, trust is king
In the face of change, maintaining trust is essential for businesses.

Concerns

Trust in businesses
Retaining customer trust

55%

Keeping up with technology

49%

Losing important information or data

42%

Keeping my business safe online

27%

Potential failures to internet connections

27%

A large amount
A reasonable
amount
A small amount

38%

Risks to my supply chain

Potential failures to the energy supply

20%

2% 16%

61%

No trust

21%

• Concerns for businesses are wide ranging, from the need to retain trust and keep up with technology,
to potential failures of key utilities and services which keep businesses going (energy supplies and
internet connections).
• Over half of those surveyed by Vodafone (55%) indicated that retaining the trust of customers
is a particular concern for their business (the most mentioned answer).

• They recognise the need to (re)build trust with customers, employees and wider society e.g.
local residents, influencers, etc. Only 16% indicate that they have a large amount of trust in
businesses, around the same as governments (15%).
• Businesses should communicate on customer’s terms, using their trusted channels
to affect and influence.
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Companies are right to be concerned about
trust - Edelman’s 2018 examination of The State of
Trust in Businesses indicates no recovery in trust in the
last year. In most markets, trust in institutions is low.
However, in 2018, the number of markets with
extreme trust losses was the same as those with
extreme gains. It is notable that in 2018, China made
one of the largest gains in Trust (+7), while the drop in
USA was the steepest decline ever measured (-9).*

61%
A reasonable
amount
“A good reputation may get me to try a product –
but unless I come to trust the company behind the
product I will soon stop buying it, regardless of its
reputation.” *
* Edelman Trust Barometer 2018 – The State of Trust In Businesses
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In a digital world, trust is king
Consumers and businesses are paying more to use services they trust.

Cyber readiness

Consider themselves
at cyber risk

Cyber readiness can drive trust and in turn
increase revenue.

Advanced Cyber Ready businesses (top 5% on
Vodafone’s Cyber Readiness Index) show a significantly
higher growth rate. 58% reported an increase of
revenue of more than 5% in the last year and high
levels of stakeholder trust scoring
4.8 out of 5.

70%

63%

59%

C2 General

have stopped using at
least one online service
due to security concerns

of consumers agreed that they are willing
to pay extra for a high level of security for
the devices and services they use
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In a digital world, trust is king
Vodafone Recommendations

RECOMMENDATIONS

Vodafone recommends:

C2 General

•

In an era where trust is hard to earn and even harder to maintain, business leaders need to identify
what is threatening or preventing trust in their business and where the opportunities to
nurture and develop it lie.

•

Customers, partners and employees are seeking new and trusting relationships with organisations.
Business leaders will need to build quality, transparency and reliability in every corner
and interaction within organisation.

•

Businesses need to treat trust as a differentiator and opportunity for their business. Strategic
investments in technologies that make your organisation more robust are likely to prove their ROI,
attracting new customers and retaining existing ones.

leaders need to
identify what is
threatening trust

In a digital world, trust is king
Why Vodafone?

Why Vodafone?
In a fast changing digital world businesses need a trusted partner that really understands technology. We bring extensive capability and expertise with real
insights from our 500M customer base to deliver solutions that address your challenges, while preparing you for the future. We are committed to delivering
powerful solutions that give you reliable products and services, better control and improved cost efficiency, while bringing you closer to your customers.

Here are some of our proof points:
•

•
•
•

C2 General

Reliable fixed and mobile services and data centres with duplicated sites and multiple connections to a resilient network
•
Connectivity in 180+ countries and global MPLS reach across 77 countries
•
We've invested €23bn in our network over the past 2 years, evolving it to become a digital business platform.
The network elastically adapts to demand, helping you instantly meet your customers' expectations, no matter what they are.
•
High-speed Wi-Fi and 4G mobile coverage help everyone to react quickly by ensuring clear communication and
collaboration can happen wherever and whenever needed.
Simple, pay-for-what-you-need public cloud that reliably delivers the resources you need.
Key productivity applications delivered on a Software as a Service model.
Vodafone Ready Network brings a new portfolio of secure, on-demand Software Defined Network services delivered
over the world’s most globally extensive network.
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Prioritising ethics is central to
winning the competitive race
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Prioritising ethics is central to winning the competitive race
The world is starting to recognise the correlation between profit and purpose.

• It’s been well publicised that traditional measures of brand loyalty are becoming irrelevant as everyone
constantly seeks the best deal and most convenient way of purchasing. But with companies going toe-to-toe
with price points and new offerings, there needs to be a new way to differentiate between them.
• In a post-Snowden world, transparency, ethical business practices, and social and political factors are
becoming a distinguishing feature to help customers make their purchasing decisions.

• This shows a clear shift, with the world starting to recognise that there is correlation between profit and
purpose. Our research finds that businesses are not only aware that they’re expected to act ethically by
customers, they actually gain more revenue by doing so.
• Businesses are changing their working practices and leadership styles to reflect this shift, focusing more
clearly on their mission statements and looking to win business as a result.

• We live in a world where everyone can be held accountable for their actions – it’s not just about
answering to the court of law anymore, but the court of customers.

C2 General

the world is starting to
recognise that there is
correlation between profit
and purpose
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Prioritising ethics is central to winning the competitive race
Acting ethically is expected and doing so ultimately generates more revenue.

Ethical behaviour

Acting ethically and having the right societal and
environmental goals is essential for businesses,
particularly those looking to grow trust.

Customers expect my organisation to act ethically

93%

I expect my suppliers to act ethically

92%

Acting in an ethical manner ultimately generates more revenue

Optimistic about future ethical behaviour

C2 General

Four in five also recognise that acting ethically
generates more revenue for their companies.

83%
% agree

30%

Almost all agree that they are expected to act
ethically by their customers, that they have the same
expectations of suppliers.

% optimistic there will be more
focus on ethics by businesses

A third of consumers (33%) are now choosing to buy
from brands they believe are doing
social or environmental good.”
Unilever
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Prioritising ethics is central to winning the competitive race
Companies will require a moral compass as ethics hit centre-stage.

Businesses currently using AI to automate business processes are more likely to agree that “although ethics
are important in business, profit is always the priority”.
Those who anticipate an increase of ethics in business in the next five years are more likely to agree that
automation provides opportunities for a better work-life balance.
There are strong calls for the governance of artificial intelligence, though differing opinions regarding who
should be responsible for this:

Regulators and lawmakers

43%

Subject matter experts

41%

Businesses

38%

Government
Citizens
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35%
19%

Who thinks businesses should be
responsible for the governance of AI?
•
•
•
•
•

Those in the manufacturing sector
Businesses who rate themselves highly for
being focussed on innovation
Businesses who are particularly strong at
attracting and retaining the best employees
Businesses that are strongly prepared
to deal with risks
Businesses who agree that they are ready
for the future

An ethical approach is important and this is
particularly the case when it comes to Artifical
Intelligence.
In addition to HR needing to adapt policy on the way
people work with AI ethics around how AI is used will
also be important.
Vodafone’s research suggests that opinion is mixed on
who should govern AI with a spread of opinions across
regulators and lawmakers, subject matter experts,
businesses and government.
It is clear that businesses have a role to play in this
process. We have already seen that over four in five
businesses believe that acting in an ethical manner
ultimately generates more revenue. This belief will
need to be applied to the way that AI is created and
used. This is particularly the case for customer facing
“bots”. Companies should introduce rules around
what and where its “bots” can learn from to ensure
ethics are maintained.
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Prioritising ethics is central to winning the competitive race
Mission statements matter

Importance of mission statement

The importance of a company’s business mission has
increased over the last 5 years.

Increase in importance and visibility of business mission /
purpose in the last 5 years

The mission statement now matters and is no longer a
soft factor.
Actively depend on their company mission to attract
customers and win business.

70% 68%

75%

Increase in importance and visibility of business mission / purpose in the last 5 years

Total

SMB
24% 26%

Large
20%

6% 6% 5%
Yes

C2 General

No

Don’t know/ Not s
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Prioritising ethics is central to winning the competitive race
Vodafone Recommendations

RECOMMENDATIONS

Vodafone recommends:

C2 General

•

Businesses should actively look to engage in social and ethical initiatives that are key to their
customers. Strategically choosing initiatives will help organisations reach an expanded, similar
audience to their customer base.

•

Customers are looking for clear indicators of a business’s ethical leanings. Businesses should
incorporate their ethical stance into their mission statements and ensure that all business activity
ties back to that vision.

•

As we move into the future and humans and machines learn together, businesses should take a
holistic view to automation and ethics and keep the benefits that these could bring for employees
front of mind.

Businesses should
incorporate their ethical
stance into their
mission statements

Prioritising ethics is central to winning the competitive race
Why Vodafone?

Why Vodafone?
By adapting mission statements and looking at processes and activity through an ethical lens, businesses will be able to
increase revenue and maintain a strong customer base. We are able to help our customers do this by leading by example and
putting ethical practices at the heart of what it does.

Here are some of our proof points:
•
•

•
•

C2 General

Vodafone has a long standing commitment to responsible behaviour in everything it does and demonstrates this commitment through
programmes that address four areas of public debate: tax, digital human rights, supply chain and safety, and mobiles, masts and health.
Vodafone has committed to a reach a number of ethical and socially responsible targets by 2025. These goals include connecting an
additional 50 million women living in emerging markets to mobile, reducing our greenhouse gas emissions by 40% and providing up to
100,000 young people with a digital workplace experience in Vodafone.
As a major investor, taxpayer, employer and purchaser of local goods and services, Vodafone makes significant contributions to the
economies of all the countries in which we operate. In 2016-17, we contributed €14.2 billion in cash to governments around the world.
Vodafone fully supports the eCall initiative, an important opportunity for government and industry to work together to reduce emergency
services response times for motorists involved in accidents and to save lives in the EU. All of Vodafone’s 12 EU mobile networks are able to
recognise eCalls and are therefore ‘eCallready’.
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A balance is being struck
between humans and machines

C2 General
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A balance is being struck between humans and machines
Business management is learning to balance the skills provided by humans versus efficiencies provided by AI.

C2 General

•

Automation is shaping homes, cities and workplaces of today and the future.
But to unlock automation and Artificial Intelligence’s true potential human
and machine need to work together positively. To nurture cohesion between
people and machines in the workplace a new breed of executive is needed.

•

Businesses need to create an environment that allows people to thrive,
supported by automation and machines. This starts with business leaders
fully understanding the role of automation and AI in their business,
and how it will impact the human workforce.

humans and machines
need to work together

•

Our research has shown that businesses are optimistic about the
opportunities AI can provide, but do not yet fully understand its implications.
Most recognise that humans will need to work alongside Artificial Intelligence
in the future but also see that AI will bring challenges both from ethical and technological perspectives.

•

There is an AI divide emerging in the workplace and business need to act now to champion a positive mindset towards change. Enterprises need
educate the workforce that AI represents an opportunity, supported by a strategy that puts their development and growth at the centre, finding a role
for those displaced by automation.
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A balance is being struck between humans and machines
Businesses are embracing the use of AI and automation.

Using AI To Automate Business Processes

Three quarters of businesses are already using AI in
what they do or are planning to introduce it in the
future indicating wide acceptance of this technology.
Larger businesses are significantly more likely to already
be using AI.

5%

33%

28%

Yes
No, but planning to
No, no plans to
Don't know

34%
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“It’s a technologically innovative company. We
have a really powerful IT department that’s
continually testing things, there’s always
something new. We’re eager to progress and be
bang up-to-date and at the head of the pack in
everything…We have programmes for
everything…”
Owner (non IT), Textiles, Small Corporate, ES
“We have started thinking about these things, it’s
where we will want to get to in future, it does
make me curious.”
Small SME, production, non-IT, DE
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A balance is being struck between humans and machines
Businesses are largely positive about use of AI

Attitudes towards Artificial Intelligence
Humans will be required to work alongside AI systems

56%

Greater automation provides an opportunity for
employees to enjoy a better work-life balance

56%

25%

There are issues from using machine learning and AI at
work that we do not fully understand yet

57%

21%

I would like to use a digital assistant like Alexa, Siri or
Google Assistant at work so I can be more effective

47%

Outdated technology is holding back my organisation

44%

29%

18%

Businesses are optimistic about the opportunities AI can
provide, but do not yet fully understand its implications
and are therefore likely to exercise some caution.

85%

A large majority (85%) recognise that humans will need
to work alongside Artificial Intelligence in the future but
also see that AI will bring challenges. These may be
from outdated technology holding them back (63%) or
from issues not fully understood yet (78%).

81%
78%

65%
Somewhat agree

19%

63%

Agreement that Artificial Intelligence will lead to…
More jobs

Discrimination against groups of people

60%

54%

Strongly agree

Four in five (81%) agree that AI could be the route to a
better work life balance for employees. The balance of
opinion is also positive (60%) on AI leading to more jobs
in the future.
However there are concerns too, over half consider that
AI will lead to discrimination against groups of people.
AI should make life fairer and easier for all but early
incarnations have shown that AI can be prone to mirror
biases in the physical world. This may be the result of
skewed input data, prejudices of coders or logic
incorrectly applied. Organisations, primarily HR
functions, must work to ensure that this isn’t the case.

“There’s definitely potential here but we are at the
very beginning, think about Alexa, there’s only a few
consumers using this now, a big leap is still needed
for this to move forward.’
Large corporate, financial, IT, DE
C2 General
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A balance is being struck between humans and machines
Strong staff relationships will remain important.

Agreement that Artificial Intelligence will lead to…

Different jobs

59%

While adoption of AI is growing, the move towards
machines in the workplace does not diminish the
importance of strong staff relationships.

27%

86%
Somewhat agree

Strongly agree

More productive jobs

55%

% focussed on attracting talented employees

28%

83%

A large majority think that AI will lead to different jobs
and that these will be more productive (86% and 83%
respectively) and attracting talented employees
remains one of the top 5 areas of focus for businesses
(46%).

Businesses also significanlty indicate a preference for
employees that work exclusively for them on a long
term basis (permanent employees) compared with “gig”
style arrangements where people are hired on a flexible,
ad-hoc basis that suits when businesses want them and
when they want to work (68% cf 7%).
This opinion is even stronger among businesses where
revenue has grown considerably in the last year
(77% cf 4%).

46%

C2 General
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A balance is being struck between humans and machines
Transforming The Relationship Between Humans And Machines: Recommendations

RECOMMNDATIONS

Vodafone recommends:
•

Businesses that are starting to build automation and AI into business processes need to create a strategy that focuses
on the benefits it brings to both employees and to the business. Futureproofing businesses is more than implementing
new technologies, it’s preparing employees and infrastructure to adapt and embrace a more automated future.

•

AI and automation will fundamentally change how a business operates
– creating more data, at faster speeds than ever before – and businesses
need to act now to stay ahead of competitors.

•

Businesses need to embrace the possibilities of AI and other
new technologies while continuing to focus on attracting the
right talent through targeted recruitment campaigns.

creating more data, at faster
speeds than ever before

C2 General
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A balance is being struck between humans and machines
Why Vodafone?

Why Vodafone?
Building automation and AI into business processes will create ever more data that must be ingested and actioned – often at
superfast speeds. Whether by analysing data at the network edge for faster latency, network slicing to improve performance
on 5G and SD-WAN or storing and accessing the data in a globally consistent hosted private cloud – Vodafone is well
positioned to help businesses embrace the possibilities of AI and other new technologies.

Here are some of our proof points:
•

•

•

•
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Vodafone Ready Network provides innovative, future-proofed network
and security services for today’s demands and tomorrow’s big trends,
such as robotics and artificial intelligence.
IoT and UC to enable data collected by sensors to initiate human
communication (river reaches flood level, sensor relays info to
CPaaS to generate alerts for key employees located closest to the river).
Use of IoT in healthcare. V-SOS band on elderly relative triggers alert to
nearest healthcare worker; sets up triage vroom and looks for next free doctor
appointment on diary.
Create better workspaces using VF Digital Surveillance to determine how spaces
are being used with Plantronics Soundscape to improve office experience.

future-proofed network
and security services
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Disruption is putting people – customers and
employees – at the heart of the business.
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Disruption is putting people – customers and employees – at the heart of the business.
Businesses need to take a people centric approach by using their employee base to get ahead of the customer in a volatile market.

C2 General

•

Digitisation has brought disruption to the way that people expect to live and work. Businesses must make
sense of this on two levels – what it means for their customers and what it means for their employees.

•

It’s no secret that customer centricity has always been at the core of successful business. However,
today’s pace of change has placed huge pressure on businesses. Customer needs shift rapidly,
their expectations are on the increase and their perceived power and influence is growing,
resulting in a culture of “now”.

•

This poses a problem for businesses, which must not only adapt to new demands but do so at the speed
to which customers have become accustomed. Our research finds that businesses are changing the way
that they work with customers to take this into account – and that technology is a key part of building
and retaining good customer relationships.

•

Disruption has also changed how businesses and employees interact.

•

Firstly, businesses are looking for specific skills amongst their employees to help them navigate these
changes. Adaptability and digital skills are now key, and they want to build long term relationships with
employees, rather than rely on gig economy workers. Secondly, employees wish to take advantage of a
shift toward digitisation to improve work life balance and flexibility.

•

Driven by technology, people – always at the heart of successful business strategy – are putting new
pressures on organisations to change the way that they operate and interact with both
customers and employees.

always at the heart of
successful
business strategy
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Disruption is putting people – customers and employees – at the heart of the business.
Customer expectations are changing and rising quickly.

Customers needs and expectations are changing…
The needs of my customers
are changing rapidly

The expectations of my
customers are increasing

93%

85%

Vodafone’s research illustrates the increasing power of
the consumer and that their expectations are increasing.

Almost all businesses surveyed in Vodafone’s research
agreed that the expectations of their customers are
increasing (93%) and that their needs are changing
rapidly (93%). This is particularly the case for larger
businesses, and those whose revenue is growing.
Power and influence over businesses is changing.
Customers are the most likely to be thought of as gaining
power, an indication from businesses of the importance
of the customer and the need to focus on their needs.

And their power is increasing more than any other group
Customers
People on social media
Regulators and lawmakers
Businesses
Media
Government
Subject matter experts
Citizens
Employees
Suppliers

4%

19%

7%
7%

76%

22%

71%

26%

8%
10%
11%
7%

67%

26%

66%

25%

65%

28%
35%

61%
58%

15%

29%

56%

13%

32%

54%

36%

53%

11%

Becoming less powerful
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In this situation, it is important for businesses to respond
quickly and effectively to changes in customer needs and
expectations.

No change

Becoming more powerful

“We have an ambitious customer loyalty plan
involving a new system that we’ve created in order
to be in contact with customers through SMS, and to
keep them informed of promotions and private
sales. Also through mailings to customers.”
- Small Corporate, Textile, Non-IT, ES
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Disruption is putting people – customers and employees – at the heart of the business.
Businesses are changing the way they deal with customers.

The majority of businesses are seeking to change the customer experience

80%

• Almost nine in ten (88%) indicate that they have a
clear objective to transform the customer experience.
• Four in five recognise that utilising new technology
such as virtual or augmented reality is crucial to future
business success.
• Nine in ten are focussing on innovation in an effort to
gain competitive advantage.

% who agree that offering new experiences
through technology such as virtual or
augmented reality is vital to their future

In each case larger businesses and those whose revenue
has grown considerably bigger over the last year are more
likely to be making these changes.

88%

% who have a clear objective to
transform the customer
experience

90%

% who agree have a clear objective to be
more innovative than the competition
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As a result of rising customer power, increased
expectations and rapidly changing needs businesses are
responding by seeking to change the customer
experience:

“We’ve had to really focus on usability for the
customer. Customers now look beyond their
regional bank. It’s vital to understand the customer
journey – there are now so many online banks that
do it really well. Banking is boring to our customer,
so we need to make it as easy to use and convenient
as possible for them, to keep them as customers.”
Corporate, Finance, IT, DE
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Disruption is putting people – customers and employees – at the heart of the business.
Businesses are changing the way they deal with customers and employees.

Many businesses show a people-centric approach.

•

While customer experience is key for business transformation, so is the role of employees. One of the top
five areas of focus for businesses shown in Vodafone’s research was attracting talented employees (46%).

61%

Keeping
customers
happy

•
•

C2 General

55%

55%

49%

Increasing
Growing revenue Cutting costs
productivity

46%

Attracting
talented
employees

Businesses in the education sector are the most likely to prioritise the recruitment of talented employees,
as are businesses who have experienced a growth in revenue in the past year.
Helping employees to be more productive is of major importance, almost all (95%) indicate that they
agree that this is the case. Businesses who are financially successful are more likely to agree that this is a
key priority.

They clearly see the need to be customer-centric
as previously shown and also show an understanding that
it is important to also focus on employees and help them
to be productive. Keeping customers happy and
attracting talented employees both feature in the top five
things that businesses focus on.
Businesses whose revenue has grown considerably over
the last year are particularly likely to focus in these areas.
Technology has the potential to enable companies to
reflect a forward-thinking attitude and culture that can
bring big wins when attracting talent and in keeping
customers happy.
“Finding good quality staff is a challenge…
everybody here is great, but the market is tight in
terms of the pool of candidates available at the
right standard”
- Small SME, Web design, Director of Development, UK
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Disruption is putting people – customers and employees – at the heart of the business.
Businesses are also focussing on employees more.

Preferences for hiring people ….

7%

9%

Despite trends in right-sizing and a rise in the gig
economy, there is still very much a place for
long-term, permanent employees, particularly
among growing businesses.

On a flexible, ad-hoc basis that suits when we want
them and when they want to work
That work simultaneously for us and other employers

16%
That work exclusively for us on a short-term basis
(contractors)

That work exclusively for us on a long-term basis
(permanent employees)

68%

77%

67%

Businesses where revenue Businesses where revenue
has grown considerably
has not grown
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An interesting counterpoint to the growing gig economy
– where employees work on a flexible, ad-hoc basis – is
shown in our research.
Overall, two thirds of businesses (68%) indicated that they
prefer to hire people that work exclusively for them on a
long-term basis (permanent), significantly more than
preferences for hiring on a “gig” basis (7%).
Businesses that have grown in revenue over the last year
place greater value on long-term, permanent employees
than those that have not.
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Disruption is putting people – customers and employees – at the heart of the business.
Digital skills will be essential in the next 3-5 years, but skills are evolving rapidly with some becoming quickly outdated.

Most important skills required in the workplace for the next 3-5 years

69%

With the shelf-life of skills reducing it is important for
businesses to keep up with evolutionary changes,
particularly in the area of digital to ensure that employees
are prepared to meet the challenges that the changes in
the business landscape will bring.

Particularly in
Particularly
Healthcare and
in Tech and
Pharmaceutical
Media
57%

Particularly in
Manufacturing

48%
37%

Digital
Communication People skills /
Coding /
technology
skills
human
programming
skills
understanding
skills

•
•
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Across all sectors businesses predict that digital
technology skills will be the most important in the
workplace for the next three to five years.

33%

32%

31%

Sales skills

Language skills

Creative /
artistic skills

The shelf-life of skills is getting shorter, with 70% of businesses agreeing that skills are becoming
outdated faster than ever before.
Larger businesses are particularly convinced that the skills of their employees are becoming quickly
outdated.
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Disruption is putting people – customers and employees – at the heart of the business.
To become more people-centric, businesses should offer more flexibility in working arrangements.

Types of working arrangements your organisation should offer more of

51%

Most businesses recognise that there is a need to change
working arrangements, only one in ten (9%) indicated
that no changes are needed.
Most commonly businesses indicate that more stable,
longer term employment opportunities (51%) are needed
alongside flexible working hours (49%) and places of work
(40%).

49%
40%

18%

More stable,
longer-term
employment
opportunities

•
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Flexible working Flexible place of Part time work
hours
work (e.g. from
home, different
offices)

14%

Short-term
contracts

9%

No changes
needed

Many businesses indicate that their organisation should offer more flexible working hours and places of
work and more stable, longer-term employment showing a people-centric approach to work.

This need for flexibility has recently been evidenced by
PwC offering new recruits the option to choose their own
working arrangements. This followed on from research
indicating that flexible working hours and a good work life
balance are high on the agenda when choosing a job.

Disruption is putting people – customers and employees – at the heart of the business.
Vodafone Recommendations

RECOMMENDATIONS

Vodafone recommends:

C2 General

•

Disruption is impacting every facet of the business world and leaders need to prioritise how they
adapt to their customers’ and employees’ changing demands. Businesses need to put people at the
centre of their strategies.

•

The changing needs and requirements of customers and employees mean that businesses need to
prioritise tools and services that transform how people work and do business with their organisation,
making it as simple and seamless as possible.

•

Communications and mobility technologies need to be the cornerstone of transforming customer
experiences and improving the productivity of workforces. Businesses need to tailor services to
individual needs – whether that’s customers or employees.

Businesses need to put
people at the centre
of their strategies
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Disruption is putting people – customers and employees – at the heart of the business.
Why Vodafone?

Why Vodafone?
We use communications and mobility technology innovatively to transform customer experiences, radically improve business
processes and develop new products, services and business models.

Here are some of our proof points:
•

•
•

•
•
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Vodafone works closely with its customers to build shared objectives which
support the core business purposes of those customers.
•
This can include moving away from traditional pricing methods to simple
models based on business outcomes. Such an approach creates a
collaborative business relationship with the customer at its centre
Vodafone’s Contact Centre solution gives the employess of businesses the tools
to engage with customers in a way that suits everyone.
With on-premise and cloud-based contact centres, businesses can integrate
customer channels such as text message, web chat, email and social media, or
streamline complex customer processes using mobile, text message, email and
online automation.
SaaS-based Vodafone CRM makes it easy and affordable to access customer
insights and tailor services to their individual needs.
Vodafone has been recognised as Company of the Year by Frost & Sullivan for a
market leadership award for Cloud Communications and Contact Center
Services in Europe.

radically improve
business processes
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Further information

C2 General
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Why Vodafone?
Barometer evolution

Resources
Further information
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Why Vodafone?

Vodafone’s global network supports businesses wherever they operate, enabling businesses to
intelligently and securely connect their places, people, information and things.

We are committed to delivering powerful solutions that give you reliable products and services, better control
and improved cost efficiency, while bringing you closer to your customers.

We help businesses of all sizes transform customer experiences, radically improve business processes and develop
new products, services and business models by using innovative communications and mobility technology.

Our team will take you places. Together, we guide 70% of the Fortune 500 companies. We're not just
dedicated to making technology work for your business, we're committed to helping you explore the digital
market, identify opportunities, and then position your organisation for success.
Vodafone is well positioned to help businesses embrace the possibilities of AI and other new technologies.
Whether this is by analysing data at the network edge for faster latency, network slicing to improve performance on
5G and SDN-wan or storing and accessing the data in a globally consistent hosted private cloud Vodafone can help.
Our leadership position in digital technologies (as recognised by both leading industry analysts and customers)
means we hold a premier position from which we can help customers as technology and the world of work evolves.
Our workplaces are digital, so our experience is hands-on.
Vodafone is a thought leader on the future, meaning we are well-placed to help businesses prepare for
change. See the resources slide for a list of further reading.
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Evolution of the Vodafone Trends Barometer

2019

Vodafone first published its Global Trends in 2017.
The Vodafone Trends Barometer 2018 and 2019 reflect
the initial trends and mirror the rapid changes facing
businesses since then.

In a digital
world,
trust is king

Prioritising ethics
is central to
winning the
competitive race

A balance is being
struck between
humans and
machines

2018

New Global
Landscape

Re-thinking
business
models

Human
and
machine

Digital
workplace

2017
Empowering
the workforce
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Smarter
business

Digitalisation
& Disruption

Disruption is putting
people – customers
and employees – at
the heart of the
business.

Disruption is putting people – customers and employees – at the heart of the business.

Vodafone regularly publishes
thought leadership on key issues
that impact businesses of all sizes
and sectors around the world

This includes:
The Vodafone IoT Barometer
Cyber Ready Barometer
Gigabit Thinking blog
Smarter Business
Digital customer service

C2 General
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For more information

Visit vodafone.com
/business

C2 General

Ask your
account manager

Find us on
social media
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Appendix

C2 General
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Appendix
Quantitative: Who We Spoke To

Country
2019

Number Of Employees:

Who did we speak to?
205

200

200

199
151

businesses
spoken to

152

131

99

1,733

200

99

97
9%

11%

Up to 24
25 - 99

11%

100 - 249
24%

8%

2018
Industry

500 - 999

8%

1,000 - 5,000
28%

272

292

289
211
135
81

Tech and Media Manufacturing
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Transport and Construction
Financial and
Logistics
and Engineering
Business
Services

127

164
97

65
Public Sector

Education

Retail

Healthcare and
Pharmaceutical

Other

250 - 499

Research carried out by

5,000 +
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Appendix
Qualitative: Who We Spoke To

In each market:

20 x 1-hour tele-depth interviews
- 5 per market (DE, ES, IN, UK)

20

businesses
spoken to

Size

C2 General

ICT/non-ICT DMs

Total

Small SMEs (10-49)

ICT specialist/senior decision-makers

4

Medium SMEs (50-99)

ICT specialist/senior decision-makers

4

Large SMEs (100-249)

ICT specialist/senior decision-makers

4

Small corporates (250-1,000)

ICT specialist/senior decision-makers

4

Corporates (1,000 plus)

ICT specialist/senior decision-makers

4

• Respondent role: Mix of senior ICT decision-makers
and other senior strategic decision-makers from
other departments (e.g R&D, strategy, planning,
marketing, commercial, etc. (In smaller companies,
respondents are likely to have a dual role, with ICT a
minor area of responsibility)
• Mix of sectors: tech/media (excl. telecoms),
manufacturing, financial services, retail, healthcare,
energy & utilities
• Mix of sophistication: inclusion of some early
adopters/innovators (often from tech companies)
• Current ICT set-up: mix of products/services and mix
of suppliers (including Vodafone)

Research carried out by
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